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About This Game

Unleash your engineering creativity with an engaging and fresh bridge-building simulator with all the bells and whistles.
Enjoy hours of physics-based puzzle solving in the Campaign and then jump in the Sandbox to create your own bridge designs

and puzzles.
Challenge friends and the rest of the Steam Workshop community to solve your puzzles and download more levels submitted

by other players.

Check out the Online Gallery at http://gallery.drycactus.com !

Enjoy hours of bridge-building fun with loads of levels to solve, ranging from simple light car bridges to multi-deck draw-
bridges and jumps, just to name a few!

Levels get increasingly challenging from the engineering aspect and restrictions are also imposed on the resources you can use to
build your bridge.
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What would an awesome bridge-builder game be without an equally awesome Sandbox?
Go wild and create the most complex bridge the world has ever seen, or just an absurd creation that pushes the mechanics of the
game in a new direction, and if you're feeling like it publish your design online as a puzzle level on the Workshop for everyone

to try and solve!

Download hundreds of extra levels from the Workshop!
We'll also be featuring the most original and fun bridge designs that are submitted, making it easier for you to find the ones that

are worth the challenge.

One of our favorite features of the game!
Save a super cool looking animated GIF of your bridge in all its glory (or failure!) and save it locally, upload it to the Poly

Bridge Online Gallery and/or share it Twitter, Facebook, Reddit or Tumblr without ever leaving the game!
Check out the Online Gallery at http://gallery.drycactus.com !

Unleash your true engineer using the advanced building and level designing tools in-game, such as:

 Advanced Hydraulics

 Multi-phase Hydraulics Controller (control which hydraulic piston activates when)

 Node-base event system

 Multiple types of checkpoints

 Copy & Paste tools

 Line Tracer tools (draw perfect arcs or straight lines and fill them in with your material of choice)

 And much more...
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The first dozen or so levels are fun but the game quickly turns into a frustrating, RNG hell. In the later levels, adjusting a bridge
segment by a pixel could cause it to collapse. (Not all levels are like this!) but the "jump the gap levels" are virtually pixel
perfect. Additionally, the hydraulics menu occasionally bugs out, causing a soft-lock and forcing you to relaunch. Lastly, the
global leader boards are full of obviously fake scores that go ignored by the dev team.

The free to play mobile knock-off\u2019s have the same entertainment value, just save your money and pass this cash grab..
This game might be easier for engineers, architects or physicists, which is not definitely me who doesn't pay attention in the
physics classes. Even though, it's fun to see my bridges breaking down.

This game is a puzzle game which let you express your own thinking, problem solving and creativity. If you like this kind of
game, or wanting to see things break down, just buy it.
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